RESOLUTION

Whereas, Bob Thornburg has served admirably as an Air Quality Inspection Specialist since September 1988 at the Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control District; and

Whereas, during his tenure, Bob has conducted thousands of site inspections and interacted with a broad range of businesses regulated by the Air Pollution Control District; and

Whereas, Bob through his skills, abilities and effort was promoted to a senior level position with responsibilities that included inspection and source test observation of platforms located on the Outer Continental Shelf; and

Whereas, Bob assisted in the training of new inspection staff to help ensure the effective and efficient transfer of duties and responsibilities; and

Whereas, Bob has been part of the District team that saw Santa Barbara County’s air quality improve from a designation of “Serious Nonattainment” to “Attainment” of the national ambient air quality health standards; and

Whereas, Bob, with his emergency response background has assisted several drivers during his county travels in the suppression of vehicle fires and other acts of kindness.

Now, Therefore, it is hereby resolved that the Air Pollution Control District Board of Directors expresses its appreciation to Bob Thornburg for his 24 years of service to air quality, and wishes him well in his retirement and future endeavors.

Passed and Adopted by unanimous vote of the APCD Board of Directors present on January 17, 2013.

Attest

[Signature]
Clerk of the APCD Board

[Signature]
Chair
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